
Welcome to youtech computer, your trusted destination for laptop, printer, and
projector solutions in Kuwait. We specialize in providing top-notch laptop repair,

printer repair, and projector service for individuals and businesses across the
region.

Our commitment to quality extends to our selection of printing supplies. We
proudly offer the renowned SPS toner brand, known for its high-quality compatible

toner cartridges at affordable prices. 

WWW.YOUTECHCOMPUTER.COM

YOUTECH INTL FOR COMPUTERS

TONER
Your reliable printing solution.

Experience superior quality and
performance with our SPS

Compatible Toner cartridges.
Engineered to deliver crisp

prints and consistent results,
our cartridges offer cost-

effective alternatives without
compromising on quality. 

PRINTER
When your printer encounters
problems, it can disrupt your

workflow and lead to
frustration. At youtech

computer, we're here to
alleviate those concerns with
our professional and efficient

printer repair services.

LAPTOP
Is your laptop acting up? Don't
let technical issues disrupt your

productivity or leisure. At
youtech computer, we

specialize in expert laptop
repair services to get your

device back to peak
performance.

60038880
66605939
65660868

yourtechkw@yahoo.com



  Established in Germany
since 22years

1.

  Established in Middle East
since 12 years

2.

  Established in Hong Kong
since15 years

3.

  ISO 9001/14001 Certified4.
  Manufacturing Units both
in Germany & Hongkong

5.

  Production Capacity of
200,000 - 300,000
pcs/Month respectively

6.

  Have presence in more
than 20 Countries .

7.

  Domain specific Expertise8.
  PROFESSIONAL
CARTRIDGE
MANUFACTURER

9.

 QUALITY focused
methodolog

10.

 VALUE FOR MONEY11.

WWW.YOUTECHCOMPUTER.COM

TONER CATRIDGES

ADVENTAGE
The recycled cartridges are
much more eco-friendly and
mean that we can recycle
the biodegradable cartridge.
They are now easy to find
and buy. There are
compatible toner cartridges
for most brands of laser
printers and give good value
for money. The print quality
ofboth compatible and
remanufactured toner
cartridges is almost as good
as the OEM brand toners.
All products offered at SPS
are cheap compared to the
OEM (Original toner
cartridges) and hence you
save a great deal in terms of
money.

WHY SPSABOUT

SPS is one of the leading
suppliers of ink cartridges in
the Middle East region. We
offer high-class ink packages
and products for all kinds of
printing machines and
applications. We source our
products from the highest
quality markets, ensuring
that all the products you
purchase from us meet
international industry
standards. We can assist you
in choosing the right ink
cartridge for your printer,
ensuring that your machine
prints smoothly and clearly
at all times.

66605939, 65660868



WWW.YOUTECHCOMPUTER.COM

REPAIR LAPTOP, PRINTER AND
PROJECTOR.

Looking for reliable repair services for your laptop, printer, or projector? Look no further! Our

expert technicians specialize in the repair of laptops, printers, and projectors to get your devices up

and running smoothly in no time.

Whether your laptop is facing hardware issues, your printer is jamming, or your projector is

displaying unclear images, we've got you covered. Our team of experienced professionals is

equipped with the knowledge and expertise to diagnose and fix a wide range of issues efficiently.

We understand the importance of your devices for work, school, or personal use, which is why we

prioritize quick turnaround times without compromising on quality. With our repair services, you

can trust that your devices are in safe hands.

Don't let device issues disrupt your productivity or enjoyment. Contact us today to schedule a repair

service and get your laptop, printer, or projector back to optimal performance.

Chip-level service for laptops is our
speciality

60038880

https://wa.link/doxqkt
https://wa.link/doxqkt


CONTACT US

WWW.YOUTECHCOMPUTER.COM

SALESSALESREPAIR 

60038880 66605939 65660868

WWW.YOUTECHCOMPUTER.COM

#105,117, WALA COMPLEX,

IBN KHALDUN STREET, 

HAWALLY. KUWAIT

YOURTECHKW@YAHOO.COM

yourtechkw

youtech_q8

youtech-computer-

solutions
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